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To Patch, or not To Patch? That is the�estion:

A Case Study of SystemAdministrators’ Online Collaborative Behaviour
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Systemadministrators, similar to end users,maydelay or avoid software patches, also knownas updates, despite the impact their timely

application can have on system security. These admins are responsible for large, complex, amalgamated systems and must balance the

security related needs of their organizations, which would benefit from the patch, with the need to ensure that systems must continue

to run unimpeded. In this paper, we present a case study which follows the online life-cycle of a pair of Microsoft patches. We find

that communities of sysadmins have evolved sophisticatedmechanisms to perform risk assessments that are centred around collecting,

synthesizing, and generating information on patches. These communities span different Virtual Communities of Practice, as well as

influencers whomonitor and report on the impact of new patches. As information is propagated and aggregated across blogs, forums,

web sites, andmailing lists, eventually resulting in a consensus around the risk of a patch.Our findings highlight the role that these com-

munities play in informing risk management decisions: Patch information is not static, and it transforms as communities collaborate

to understand patch issues.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing; • Security and

privacy→ Social aspects of security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Timely installation of patches (updates) on systems is vitally important to protecting them from attacks but the decision

of when or if to patch also involves an analysis of the risks the patch poses. Unfortunately those risks are rarely well

understood at the time the patch is released and are instead slowly discovered by the the patching community as the

patch is installed on a wide variety of systems [Shostack 2003]. Prior interview research with administrators suggests

that they use a variety of online sources to inform their patching decisions [Jenkins et al. 2020; Li et al. 2019;Martius and

Tiefenau 2020; Tiefenau et al. 2020]. This work expands on this observation by taking an in-depth look at twoMicrosoft

patches that at time of release had no known issues and then later problems were identified from community reports

resulting in multiple Hotfix releases and changes to official guidance. The paper uses a case study approach [Yin 2014]
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2 Jenkins et al.

to understand the types of information available to admins at different points in time and how that information evolves

over time both because of updates on official channels and ongoing conversations in online communities.

Patching software is a challenging problem for admins due to a combination of a lack of information and the risks

associatedwith both installing and not installing a patch [Li et al. 2019; Martius and Tiefenau 2020; Tiefenau et al. 2020].

Patches often address security issues in the software so choosing not not patch risks those security issues being exploited

by attackers [Shostack 2003].WannaCry is a good example of this risk as the attackers exploited a security vulnerability

for which a patch had been available formonths [Smart 2018]. So not patchingmeans risking these types of attacks. But

installing a patch is not a risk free proposition either. By definition patches make changes and those changes can impact

systems in unexpectedways especially for organizations that are running uncommon setups. For example, a patch inad-

vertently canceled food stamps for a large number of Californian residents [Joseph 2013]. Or more seriously, in 2018 a

Microsoft patch started deleting files from home directories [Bright 2018]. So patching risks system downtime or other

more serious problems.

Timeisalsoacrucial factorwhenpatchingandtherisksof installingvsnot installingchangeas timeprogresses [Moore

et al. 2002].When a patch is first released, very little is known about it. The organization that released it may have done

some testing but that testing is likely limited to common setups and will not include all possible variations of systems or

dependent software. So the risk of the patch causing problems is highest at the time of release. As time progresses, issues

with the patch become apparent, users complain about problems, work around are posted, and the organization behind

the patch may even release a fixed version. In other words, the longer a patch is out the more likely it is to be problem

free or at least to have well documented problems [Beattie et al. 2002]. The inverse is true for security vulnerabilities.

When a patch is first released there are usually few, if any, active exploits in the wild that target the vulnerabilities it

patches [Bilge and Dumitraş 2012]. But as time progresses attackers become aware of the vulnerability and exploit it.

Hence, the longer an admin waits to patch software the greater the risk of security compromise.

In other words, at the time of patch release there is no real way for an admin to predict if it will cause problems or

what future attacks it would prevent. Tomanage these risks, admins turn to online information sources to decide things

like which patches to prioritize, what patches to delay installing, and to find information about how to troubleshoot or

apply work arounds for patches that are not working as desired [Jenkins et al. 2020]. Ideally this online investigation is

also done alongside testing the patches on a test environment or staged roll out where the patch is first deployed to low

risk systems. Though not all admins have such infrastructure options [Li et al. 2019; Tiefenau et al. 2020].

In thisworkwe look at the informationavailable to admins fromavarietyof sources andhow that information evolves

over time. More specifically, we focus on the following two research questions:

RQ1 How does the knowledge of risks associated with a patch develop over time?

RQ2 How do the various communities support the collation and synthesizing of available information for sysadmins

and other patching communities?

To do so, we conduct a case study of two Microsoft patches, both of which were marked security critical at the time

of their release but later were found to have significant enough problems that Microsoft released a Hotfix followed by a

second Hotfix to address security issues introduced by the first Hotfix.While this case is not necessarily typical, it does

represent the type of situation admins must continuously be concerned about: a critical security patch that is initially

reported to be safe to install but is later found to cause problems. The case also exhibits several features that occur some-

what frequently though rarely all in one case: community generated patch prioritization suggestions, reports of possible
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To Patch, or not To Patch? That is the Question 3

problems, community diagnosis of the problems, challenges around communication withMicrosoft, release of Hotfixes,

and dealing with official documentation changing.

We show that theonline communities around sharingpatch informationare active andprovide adminswith a rangeof

information that definitely evolves over time.We also highlight how the types of information provided change over time

starting with the official posts from Microsoft, then the patch summaries posted by trusted groups, followed by many

posts on web forums discussing patching issues, these smaller posts are then summarized by respected community

members to present an updated understanding of patch risks and work arounds. In the case of problems, Microsoft or

other trusted groupsmayalso post updates. The casehighlights thefluid nature of informationandhownew information

is generated and summarized in a community-wide effort which makes it possible for admins to follow along with

individual posts or just follow trusted people toget regular summaries, or evenonly followMicrosoft to get the bigpoints.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Sysadmins’ work practices

The seminalworks on sysadmins and theirworkpractices are a collectionof ethnographic field studies [Bailey et al. 2007;

Barrett 2004; Barrett et al. 2004, 2005; Haber and Kandogan 2007; Haber and Bailey 2007; Haber et al. 2011; Kandogan

andHaber 2005;Maglio et al. 2003],whichwas later combined into a book [Kandogan et al. 2012]. This work highlighted

that the work undertaken often involves complex problem solving where many people and data sources must be con-

sulted to conduct the work. Consequently, they also observed that sysadmin work is highly collaborative in nature with

admins regularly needing to communicate with others and often usingmultiple channels to do so [Haber and Kandogan

2007; Haber et al. 2011; Kandogan et al. 2012; Maglio et al. 2003]. The work also identified subtle but distinct differences

between the work practices of security administrators and other sysadmins [Haber and Kandogan 2007; Kandogan and

Haber 2005], as security work is often event driven and responsive in nature.

Sysadmins’ information seeking and requirements. Sysadmins value accurate and reliable information sources. Velasquez

et al. label the role of sysadmins as a broker technician [Velasquez and Weisband 2009]. Sysadmins must maintain sys-

tems to ensure end-user satisfaction, while sustaining a relationship with the technical community through knowledge

sharing. Velasquez et al. found that sysadmins valued specific attributes of information. For example, accuracy and ver-

ification of information were considered to be important, with credibility and reliability features impacting perceived

system quality [Velasquez and Weisband 2008; Velasquez et al. 2008]. Furthermore, task complexity was found to be a

significant indicator of sysadmins’ need to verify information [Velasquez and Durcikova 2008].

Hrebec and Stiber [Hrebec and Stiber 2001] highlighted the importance of situational awareness in sysadmins’ work.

They surveyed 54 sysadmins and found that they estimated their overall knowledgeof their systems to be 77%, indicating

the convoluted nature of the systems they dealt with. When asked to attribute the source of this knowledge, almost half

(49%) stated it was hands-on experience.

2.2 Sysadmins, Security, & PatchManagement

Recent work on sysadmin practice has tended to focus on configuration errors [Dietrich et al. 2018; Xu and Zhou 2015;

Xu et al. 2016], with more detailed investigations on SSL [Fahl et al. 2014], HTTPS deployment [Krombholz et al. 2017;

Tiefenau et al. 2019], and firewalls [Voronkov et al. 2019].

The literature on sysadmins touches upon instances of patchmanagement [Kandogan et al. 2012; Velasquez andWeis-

band 2008]. Shostack [Shostack 2003] illuminated the complexities of patch management and the sheer scale of work
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4 Jenkins et al.

required fromsysadmins as theybalanced thebusiness needs against the security requirements of theorganizations they

represented. Beattie et al. [Beattie et al. 2002] elaborated on Shostack’s work through the construction and evaluation of

a model to identify the optimal time to apply an update. Their results found two optimums, one at 10 days and one at 30

days following the patch’s original release.

Li et al. [Li et al. 2019] provided the results of a survey of 102 sysadmins, with a complimentary sample of 17 in-depth

interviews. The study’s findings detail the patching process used by sysadmins. The stages found are broadly similar to

the update stages identified by previous research with end-users [Vaniea and Rashidi 2016]. Notable differences include

the reliance on testing updates in pre-deployment state to ascertain the risk of a patch to systems. Thework also details

the breadth of information sources used by sysadmins when identifying a patch exists. Security advisories (78%), di-

rect vendor notifications (71%), professional mailing lists (53%), and online forums (52%), were the top reported avenues

for acquiring update details. These results were similar to those found by Tiefenau et al. [Tiefenau et al. 2020], who

independently conducted a similar study to Li et al. in a European context.

Additionally,Martius andTiefenau [Martius andTiefenau2020], usedpatch releasenotes todesigna survey to identify

what information sysadmins reported as being important for their patching decisions. The results showed that 68% of

sysadmins found the lack of patch informationmade the task of patchingmore difficult, and thatKnown Issues regarding

a patch were highly valued.

2.3 Community of Practice &Distributed Cognition

Jenkins et al. [Jenkins et al. 2020] explored the PatchManagement professional email list, they performed a qualitative

content analysis and found a prominent focus on sharing information regarding the errors caused by patching, and

requesting troubleshooting guidance for experienced errors. Similar to previous research [Kandogan et al. 2012], the au-

thors identified the mailing list as an example of a Community of Practice (CoP) [Wenger 1999], a social learning theory

which states that humans learn throughparticipationwithin tight-knit groupswithacommongoal of gainingknowledge

on a domain or area. Through engagementwith othermembers of a community, individuals begin to build upon their un-

derstanding of the practice, which can form organically, or be createdwithin an organization [Gunawardena et al. 2009].

Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoPs) extends the notion of a CoP by ignoring the need to be physically co-located

with other community members, and relying on technology to facilitate engagement [Dubé et al. 2005; Johnson 2001].

An additional social learning theory which has been applied to System Administrators and their working practice is

that ofDistributed Cognition [Hutchins 2000] (DCog), which details the collaborative efforts betweenmultiple agents to

formasingle cognitive system[Busby2001].Manymodernorganizations aremadeupofdistributed teams,necessitating

hand-offs between them for a task to be completed. For example, Maglio et al. applied the distributed cognition frame-

workwith joint activity theory to understand a specific problem-solving instance of system administration [Maglio et al.

2003]. The issue required one admin to be in contact with several different teams through email, instant messages, tele-

phone, and face-to-face discussions as they attempted to debug issues with a firewall. Additionally, Botta et al. applied

DCog to Information Technology SecurityManagement (ITSM). They found that challenges in ITSM resulted in a break

down of DCog, which ultimately resulted in adverse security risks for organizations [Botta et al. 2011].

3 METHODOLOGY

We use a case study [Yin 2014] approach to gain an in-depth understanding of the types of information and processes

sysadmins must deal with when searching for information about patches. By narrowing our focus to a pair of patches,

we were able to do an exhaustive search of available information and fully trace when information became available,
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where it was posted, how itwas incorporated, assimilated, referenced, cited, and used by other people in their ownposts,

and how it ultimately impacted the growing recommended action consensus within different communities.

A case study also allows us to develop a detailed case-level understanding of our two research questions around the

progressive release of new information (RQ1) and the different ways online communities support information collation

and synthesis (RQ2). While this understanding will consequently be case-specific, the lessons learned can inform later

more general investigations.

3.1 Case selection

We decided to focus onMicrosoft patches for three key reasons. First, their products are a major feature of the corporate

world and the associated support communities are large and well developed. Second, Microsoft patches are released on

a regular onemonth cycle that the community is very familiar with communal processes around patch release. Last, Mi-

crosoft labels all patches with a unique Knowledge Base (KB) number, which is then logged in theMicrosoft Knowledge

Base which is a public repository containing articles, relating to products or user-encountered problems. The KB num-

ber is heavily used by sysadmins in their online discussions [Jenkins et al. 2020] making such posts easy to accurately

associate with a specific patch.

We selected our patch case with the following features, which exemplify many of the issues sysadmins are known to

struggle with [Jenkins et al. 2020; Li et al. 2019; Tiefenau et al. 2020]: is security critical; has undocumented problems;

has a temporaryworkaround; involves interaction with vendor (Microsoft); and addresses a “typical” vulnerability.

Security critical patches are reported to have the highest priority by sysadmins [Li et al. 2019; Tiefenau et al. 2020]

since the vulnerabilities they patch can be serious and lead to compromise if not quickly corrected.

Undocumented problems, temporaryworkarounds, and interactionwithMicrosoft are all events that can happen during

a patch month. All three are future events that are impossible for sysadmins to predict at the time of patch release but

can be problematic later. Undocumented problems are the largest issue since they are problems thatmay appearwithout

warning damage system functionality. Workarounds are inconvenient, but may allow an admin to keep a problematic

patch installed rather thanuninstalling it so theyare valuable to knowabout. Finally, interactionswithMicrosoft provide

official guidance and corrections but may require manual intervention to install.

A “typical” vulnerability patchwas targeted for research and practical reasons.While famous vulnerabilities likeMelt-

down and Spectre can be quite interesting to study, the media frenzy around them also leads to non-standard behavior.

Organizations might allocate more resource or allow sysadmins to take more risks than normal. The amount of media

attention also increases the number of people posting about the patches and effectively drowns out the voices of the

peoplewemost want to study. Additionally, while some patches become famous in hind-sight, any critical patch has the

potential to later develop into aWannaCry level global disaster. So for this case studywe focused on finding a patch case

that is relatively unknown to the general public.

To find potential cases we searched the Patchmanagement.org email archive which has previously been shown to be

anonlineCommunityof Practice focused on sharingpatch information [Jenkins et al. 2020].Weused regular expressions

to find email threads containing KB numbers and that looked to have heavily discussed problems, yielding 5 potential

cases.We then tookamore in-depth lookat thesecases todeterminehowwell theymetourother requirements. Including

looking at the KB articles, following links in the emails, and searching other communities like TechNet for the KBs. Ulti-

mately we selected KB4034679 and KB4034664which were released in August 2017. Two patches were selected because

Microsoft releases patches in pairs, with one containing only security changes (KB4034679) and the other containing all

fixes (KB4034664).
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6 Jenkins et al.

3.2 Data collection andAnalysis

To collect data we took an approach similar to digital ethnography [Sharp et al. 2016]. Our goal was to collect the infor-

mation about our patches that sysadmins were actively looking at and engaged with. So we started with the PatchMan-

agement.org email list and searched for all occurrences of the two KBs.We then looked through those email threads and

followed all the links in the posts. If the resulting web page was related to the KBs, we recorded it, and then followed all

the shared links on that web page. We continued this activity till all such links had been followed. We then took a look

at the different sites this activity lead us to and created a list of those that were clearly aimed at sysadmins and patching,

including AskWoody and TechNet. We then searched these sites for the two KBs and followed the same process as for

Patchmanagement.org. The result was 42 web pages (URLs) that contained content related to our KBs, several of these

were forum threads which collectively contained a total of 489 posts or comments.

For data analysis, we chose to focus on the chronology of events as our interests are in how knowledge of risks associ-

atedwith thepatchesdevelopsover time(RQ1).Priorworkhasalso shownthepatchingprocess tobevery timedependent

and sequential in nature [Jenkins et al. 2020; Li et al. 2019; Tiefenau et al. 2020; Vaniea and Rashidi 2016]. The lead re-

searcher read throughall 42webpages includingall thepostson them to construct a chronologyof events, particularly in-

stanceswherenewknowledgewasposted, sharedontoanewcommunity,orcollatedbyamember ina largerpostoremail.

They thenwalked through thechronologywithanother researcherdiscussing theevidenceandanypointsofuncertainty.

Both researchers then worked together to group the detailed events into higher level conceptual groups using the previ-

ously identified stages of patch management [Li et al. 2019; Tiefenau et al. 2020; Vaniea and Rashidi 2016] as a guide.

3.3 Limitations

We specifically selected a pair of patches that exhibited multiple types of problems that admins must handle including:

rare problems, awork around, a hotfixwhich also had problems,Microsoft pulling the hotfix, and a second hotfix.While

we feel that these patches exemplify commonpatching situations that sysadminsmust handle,we also acknowledge that

it is uncommon for one patch to have this many issues associated with it. We provided an early draft of our results to

community members for feedback and validation of our observations.

A second limitationof ourwork is inhowwe found theposts and communities to analyze.We specifically started from

the PatchManagement list and used the link structure in posts to find new relevant posts. While this approach allowed

us to find all the information considered important enough to link to for our patches, it also excluded information that

was less likely to be cited or simply not relevant for the patcheswe examined. Previouswork has shown that professional

mailing lists [Li et al. 2019;Martius and Tiefenau 2020; Tiefenau et al. 2020], and this particular community [Jenkins et al.

2020], are a prominent source of patch information for sysadmins.

4 THE CAST: PLACES & PLAYERS

We start by providing some context about the most prominent communities present in our case study. We also briefly

detail the patching model used by our chosen vendor, Microsoft Windows.

4.1 PatchManagement.org

Our start point for this project was PatchManagment.org [pat], a mailing list which describes itself as: “the industry’s

first discussion list dedicated to discussing security patchmanagement topics”. It was formally introduced onNovember

20th, 2003, and is nowhosted onGoogleGroups. The list is intended to beused by sysadmins and securityprofessionals as

an information source. The platforms and applications up for discussion are not restricted and are allowed to covermany
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To Patch, or not To Patch? That is the Question 7

vendors. It should also be noted that vendors are not discouraged from participation on themailing list, but are required

to announce their affiliations upon joining. The list provides a number of identified suitable topics for discussion, which

include users’ experience with patches, and notifications from vendors of new or re-released patches. Notably, the list

only allows discussion of vulnerabilities if a patch or workaround exists to mitigate them.

To get a sense of the members we downloaded the list archive consisting of 63,536 emails from 6210 unique email

addresses, with an average number of 10 emails per sender. To get a sense of the breadth of backgrounds, we took each

of these email addresses and ran them through FortiGuard web filter [for 2019], producing a categorisation of the do-

mains which were active. The largest categories found were Business (n=168), Private (n=120), Information Technology

(n=113), and Education (n=78). Other industries include Finance and Banking (n=48), Government and Legal Organiza-

tions (n=48), and even the Armed Forces (n=6). These findings are similar to the list demographics observed by Jenkins

et al. [Jenkins et al. 2020].

4.2 AskWoody.com

The AskWoody forum,which is sometimes known as “TheWailingWall of IT”, was started in 2004 byWoody Leonhard,

as a place for news and discussions surrounding Windows and Office. The site itself, has multiple features related to

patching, including designatedMaster Patch Lists and forum threads for specific platforms. It also features theMicrosoft

PatchDefenseConditionLevel [ask], orMS-DEFCONsystem for short,which is similar in nature to theDEFCONsystem

used by the US army. The MS-DEFCON system is a quick reference guide for community members on the current state

of released MS patches, giving them a quick way to decide when it is safe to patch, with the scale ranging from "Patches

causing issues, avoid deploying" to "All clear, apply patches."

A notable feature of AskWoody is the use of the terms Groups A, B, and W [Leonhard 2018] to describe people with

different patching philosophies loosely linked to their willingness to trustMicrosoft. The group termswere suggested in

reaction to the shift byMicrosoft from individual patches to cumulative patches as well as some patching disasters that

were a result of Windows 10 auto upgrades or that led to installation of “tracking” elements into the OS [Zhao 2017].

Group A people regularly install the cumulative updates. They may skip an update due to bugs or issues with the

patch, but their philosophy is that patching is important and that new features are wanted. Group B people regularly

install security-only updates, which are not cumulative. They value stability and do not want to install extra features

which might bring unwanted elements into their systems. Similar to Group A, they may skip a buggy patch even if it

is security related. Group W people do not believe in patching at all and generally advocate avoiding patch installation

whenever possible. This group’s philosophy is not recommended by the community, but is respected as existing. In our

case, Group A would install the cumulative KB4034664, Group B would install the security-only KB4034679 and Group

Wwould install nothing.

On AskWoody, the different groups are represented through the use of tags with the group name, or in text as a con-

venient way of referring to a patching approach. For example, recommendations may state that a patch is suitable for

Group A to install, but that Group B might want to hold off because it adds some extra features.

4.3 Other Communities & Contributors

While our discussion focuses mainly on Patchmanagement.org and AskWoody, there are a number of other important

partners in the Network of Practice, as we saw many users migrating between forums to discuss or declare issues once

patches have been pushed. While linked, we believe that the behaviour exhibited on each respective site and forum is
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different. For example, the posts which are found on Technet, and its sister site Answers, appear to be more focused on

getting Microsoft’s attention, in comparison to the detective work found on AskWoody.

Günter Born is a freelance journalist and blogger whose work is captured in this case study. Born began as an engi-

neer, before slowly transitioning into writing and blogging. He writes on a number of subjects, predominantly focused

on technology, ranging from books for children and computing, to those dedicated for elderly users. He continues to

post on the topic of Windows through his blog, “Born’s IT and Windows Blog”. Winner of the Microsoft Community

ContributorAward (MCC) in 2011, he is also regularly recognized as aMicrosoftMVP.He can also be found on a number

of communities, such as AskWoody, and is a voluntary moderator and wiki editor for the Microsoft Answers forum.

Microsoft hosts its own official web platform for the discussion of IT related products and issues, called TechNet. The

site’s main function is to provide an area for IT professionals to gain access to information, documentation and have

discussions. It has a number of features, such as its own wiki, and documentation library. It also allows for blogs, which

are contributed to byMicrosoft employees.

Several other sites offer patch-related content such as curated lists of available patches and blog posts about vulnera-

bilities. These lists are created byawidevarietyof organizations including:Ghacks [Brinkmann2017],ZeroDay Initiative

(ZDI) [Childs 2017], and the SysAdmins, Audit, Network, Security (SANS) institute [Ullrich 2017]. News-oriented sites like

Krebs On Security [Krebs 2017], also publish Patch Tuesday overview articles.

4.4 Patch Tuesday, Platform, &Model

“Patch Tuesday” is the unofficial term used to describe the second Tuesday of themonth, uponwhichMicrosoft releases

all updates available for their platforms and products. Due to the scale and dominance of Microsoft, many other compa-

nies, such as Adobe, have aligned their patch releases to that of Microsoft. This monthly event happens at around 17:00

to 18:00UTC,with the updates being posted on theMicrosoft Download Center, and additional related update sites such

as Office Update.

Our patches relate to Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 platforms, which at the time of our case were still

in their extended support cycles. Official support for these platforms expired in January of 2020. As mentioned earlier,

patches are released in pairs on Patch Tuesday where admins are expected to install one or the other but not both. The

first is the monthly rollup, which contains all available patches including patches from past months, both feature and

security orientated. The second is the security only, which contains only the security fixes for that month. The monthly

rollups are available through Windows Update, Windows Server Update Services (WSUS), and the Windows Update

Catalog. The security only updates are only available throughWSUS and the catalog.

5 THE CASEOF KB4034679 &KB4034664

Below we present the two communities’ perspectives on our two patches KB4034679 (security-only) [Microsoft c] and

KB4034664 (cumulative) [Microsoft a] fromwhen the communities first learns about them to when they are considered

safe to install. At a high level, this story starts with Patch Tuesday release announcements, followed by community

testing which flags problems, detective work to find the nature of the problems, a hotfix released by Microsoft to ad-

dress the problems,more testing highlighting newproblems,more detectivework,Microsoft removing the buggy hotfix,

Microsoft releasing a new hotfix, more testing, and finally a “safe to install” announcement.
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5.1 It’s Patch Tuesday!

Our case begins on the evening of August 8th, 2017, 17:00 UTC with the standard “Patch Tuesday” announcement of

released patches byMicrosoft. August’s collection of patches contained 41 security patches, covering all supported ver-

sions of Microsoft Windows. Patches were also released for Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer, Microsoft SharePoint,

Microsoft SQL Server, and Adobe Flash Player. The total number of vulnerabilities addressed inWindows on this Patch

Tuesday was 48, with 2 vulnerabilities for Adobe Flash Player.

For each patch, Microsoft also releases an associated KB article with a standard set of information including improve-

ments and fixes addressed by the patch, as well a summary ofKnown issues in this update. The information is updated as

issues crop up and are reported by the community, and includes information about proposed and known workarounds.

Securitypatches are often associatedwith theCommonVulnerabilities andExposurenumbers (CVEs),which is a unique

identifier for a specific securityvulnerability.This information is alsoprovidedbyMicrosoft, but ona separatepagecalled

the Security Update Guide [Microsoft d]. The guide provides information about the CVE number, severity, and impact.

Our cumulative patch is associated with 14 CVEs and the security-only patch addresses 9 CVEs

Patch awareness. Both official and community curated, annotated lists of the newly available patches (c.f. Section 4.3) are

quickly announced and shared through email lists and forums by community members, with citations and credit often

given to the original authors/team. These announcements are important because they help admins prioritize their lim-

ited time and resources to focus on the patches that aremost critical for their organizations.While summary information

often has high overlap between sites, there are also distinctive attitudes and tones to each.

TheGhackswebsite, for example, focuses heavily on providing information about the content of the different patches

providing, sometimes lengthy, change-log style descriptions of adaptions. For our patches, Ghacks only notes “Security

updates to Windows Server, Microsoft JET Database Engine, Windows kernel-mode drivers, Common Log File System

Driver, MicrosoftWindows Search Component, and VolumeManager Driver” [Brinkmann 2017]. Ghacks also provides

an Excel spreadsheet for download with information about: product impacted, platform, link to KB article, type (cumu-

lative, security, etc.), severity, type of vulnerability addressed, and CVE numbers. Because platforms, patches and CVE

numbers have amany-to-many relationship, the August’s Excel table had 712 rows for 35 unique KB numbers (patches),

and 49 CVEs.

In contrast, ZDI’s Patch Tuesday summary focuses on the CVEs being patched, including the number of security

related patches, and the severity of the vulnerabilities addressed. For our patches, the author draws attention to two se-

lected remote code execution vulnerabilities. Most notable is CVE-2017-8620,which essentially allows amalicious actor

to commandeer a target system through construction of a malicious Server Message Block (SMB). It is also noted that

this vulnerability is similar to a previously known bug which was exploited in the wild. The author therefore dubs this

vulnerability to be “by far the most critical bug of the month”. Following the in-depth look at particular vulnerabilities,

a table of all the CVEs addressed in the patches is provided

On AskWoody’s forum, an admin creates a forum thread regarding August’s patches entitled, “Lots and lots of

patches” [Woody2017e]. Thepost cites theGhacks blog summaryof the securitypatches released, andprovides a snippet

of the executive summary for the community members. Within 10 minutes, a member is quick to share the curated list

provided by SANS.

On PatchManagement.org, amoderator sends an email out [Bradley 2017a], reminding everyone that it is Patch Tues-

day. Within this email, they provide a links to official KB articles fromMicrosoft. This thread also experiences a similar
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rapid response from the community members, with a user supplying the ZDI collated vulnerabilities list. Again, later

that evening we see the SANS list shared on the email thread.

Update identification and prioritization. One of the first tasks an admin needs to accomplish on Patch Tuesday is to iden-

tify and prioritize the patches that they will need to install. The announcements and curated lists described above help

by providing the necessary information in a single source. This is essential to reduce time spent information seeking, as

patch information can be widely dispersed across a number of sources [Li et al. 2019].

TheAskWoody’s announcement thread for thatmonth’s patches is also quicklyused to discuss triage-type issues such

as number of patches, the severity, the systems impacted, and the number and type of vulnerabilities. Such centralised

information aggregation allows experts to identify and elaborate on patches which are particularly security critical. In

essence, this advice informs sysadmins of the most pressing security risks addressed in the patch release.

Digging into our two patches a bit more, a sysadmin would learn that the patches correct a total of nine unique vul-

nerabilities, with the cumulative patch correcting an additional five vulnerabilities relating to Internet Explorer. As the

table shows, they range from moderate to critical in nature, as described by Microsoft themselves. The aforementioned

“most critical bug of the month” is contained within both of our patches, likely resulting in the patch rising to the top of

sysadmins’ lists of patches to apply for the respective Windows versions.

5.2 “All code is guilty, until proven innocent”

Self reporting initial tests. Oneof thewell documented reasons sysadminsdelayor avoidpatching is the risk that thepatch

may introduce new bugs into the system [Beattie et al. 2002; Moore et al. 2002; Shostack 2003]. There are two common

ways ofmitigating the risk: 1) test thepatches to find theoneswithproblematic errors, 2)wait for others to find the errors.

Sysadmins who have test environments, and consequently lower risk, install patches in those environments and re-

port findings on forums and email lists. Similarly, sysadmins who perceive either the risk of not patching to be quite

high, or the risk of problems quite low, will patch immediately and report the results. Looking at the AskWoody’s forum

thread [Woody 2017e], users begin to share initial test results, while stating their patching philosophy (here: Group A),

the exact system used, and the exact patch installed:

“Group A, Win 7, SP1, X64 Home Premium installed [Cumulative Update KB]. No problems so far. I only use this

computer for print, email, internet.”

In a more comprehensive post the following day, 9th notes an unexpected change to their settings:

“Enabledand startedWindowsUpdateonmyWin7virtualmachine. It ranacoupleofminutes and reported2 important

and 2 optional updates available... I chose to hide the recurring optional KB2952664 “telemetry” update again.

[Two screenshots of the patching UI.]

The updates went in smoothly, the reboot was clean, no new errors or warnings in the System Event Log. A check for

changes: BITS service was changed from DEMAND_START to AUTO_START. Further testing is planned.”

A later poster asks if the setting changes caused issues, but is told by a third member that the change is unlikely to

cause issues and is easily reversed. On this particular thread, no community member identifies potential warning signs

regarding our updates.

Discovery of errors and issues. When sysadmins do run into issues, posters tend to report it to places like PatchManage-

ment.org or Woody’s Forums by creating a new thread, with a heading along the lines of: “I applied patches X and Y

happened. My system is running Z etc. Is this happening to anyone else?” [Jenkins et al. 2020]. Each thread tends to
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contain key contextual data, including which patch was installed, what platform it was installed on, and exactly what

problem is being observed or discussed. The posts are requests to the various communities to help troubleshoot issues.

The bug reporting behaviours appear to happen simultaneously in multiple corners of the Internet. They are also not

limited to sysadmins, many end-users also report on the outcome of installed patches, particularly if there are problems

that they need help to correct.

For example, one of the earliest indications that our patches have issues is a post to a support forum for IfranView [ifr

2017], which is a a freeware graphic viewer and editor for Microsoft Windows. Similar to what we see elsewhere, the

user creates a new thread, in which they report their issues. Posted on 10.08.2017 at 05:42pm, it states:

“I’d like to report a bug, I have encountered with the 32-bit version 4.37 and the 64-bit version 4.44. It was encountered

directly after installing Windows update [Cumulative Update KB], and solved immediately after de-installing said

update.

Computer data: OS: Win7 Home Premium SP1, 64 bits, i3 core, 16gb ram, Video Card: AMD Radeon R7 200 Series

The Bug: Going fullscreen onmy 2ndmonitor causes the images to lag.Meaning if I go to the next image the old image

remains on screen. In the case of a slide show, the screen remains black, but images are recovered after dragging an

alternate window across it, and in its trail the original image temporarily returns but never fully ...”

In essence, the application of the cumulative patch creates a rendering bug on applications displayed on a 2nd monitor,

which, although not debilitating, could easily interrupt or restrict the work-flow of end-users.

5.3 Understanding Patches and their Errors

Synthesising similar bug reports. Keymembers of the communitykeep tabs onpatch-related bug reports, evenwhen they

are posted on non-patching related forums, like in the IfranView example above. Those with many years of experience

seem to have become patch soothsayers, picking up on subtle vibrations from theWeb, which they then synthesize into

analysis blogs and forum posts for consumption by the community. These posts consolidate the disparate information

which is being posted all across the Internet, and put it into a single comprehensive form. Interestingly, these posts

also make heavy use of links and attribution, citing the bug reports that lead to that conclusion and, where appropriate,

acknowledging contributors by name.

For our patches, we first see this type of summary post onGünter Born’s blog [Born 2017b], on the 12th, 4 days follow-

ing Patch Tuesday. Born says that his interest was peaked through a post onHeise Online’s forums [hei 2017], a German

based media company focused on the IT sector. Born provides links to all of his gathered evidence, and in the case of the

German language posts, provides translations into English. Born’s investigative work is impressive in that he finds four

other similar issues, and his citations includeMatlab forums [mat 2017], TechNet [tec 2017], Nvividia forums [nvi 2017],

and a singular comment on a news post on Softpedia [sof 2017]. These cited posts are all similar to the IfranView post

above, with varying degrees of information provided. The TechNet post in particular provides a large amount of detail

supplemented with screenshots of the bug.

After highlighting the evidence that this is not a one-off event, Born provides known workarounds, which were pro-

vided by the users of the Heise forums. The first is to uninstall the guilty patches, which removes the issues, but also

results in the system remaining unpatched, and therefore insecure. The second is to enable Desktop Composition, and

Born provides a link to an online tutorial [tut 2010] which explains how to do so. Although Born posts this on the week-

end, thework is noticed by anAskWoody admin, who reacts to the blog by creating a forum thread [Woody2017f]. They

begin the thread by immediately citing and thanking Born, before inviting discussion.
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Proofof concept code. Bythe14th,wesee thatanothercommunitymemberhasprovideda linkto theirblogpost [Nineberry

2017] on the AskWoody topic thread. Within the personal blog, they detail all known workarounds, which includes up-

grading toWindows10.The important contributionof thepost is the inclusionofproof-of-concept code,which replicates

the render-bug issue. This post is immediately shown appreciation from AskWoody members, and a moderator makes

an announcement through their ComputerWorld column [Woody 2017d].

These posts act as a community wide summation of the current state of knowledge produced from contributions of

many differing communities and their members. The work of others is fully acknowledged, with citations, links, and

thanks given to all key contributors, including the summation posters themselves. The posts also provide a quick de-

scription of the role that screen coordinates play in creating the bug, although the solution advocated by the author is to

uninstall both of the offending patches.

5.4 Waiting onMicroso�

Following this summary and background work, a possible option is waiting for an official fix from Microsoft. Enough

work and information has been gathered to decide that the issue is related directly to our patches. Therefore, sysadmins

andusers cannow justifywaiting for anofficial response fromMicrosoft.However thismaynot be suitable for all, leaving

someadmins inabind. Should theypush thesepatches,which are knownto cause issues, potentially increasingworkload

by manually applying workarounds such as screen coordinate adjustment, and impacting the workflow end-users? Or

should they avoid patching for now andmitigate through othermeans? Remember, our patches fix a vulnerabilitywhich

was seen as themost critical of themonth, hence a sysadmin’s unique context will contribute to their patching decisions

Each of the forum posts continue to have some level of interaction as time passes, mostly confirming that the issue

persists for themandprovidingmoredata-points and observations.On theTechNet forumpostmentioned earlier,which

is an official forumand channel toMicrosoft,manyusers indicate that the issues are not unique to the original poster and

the amount of users and activity on the post gives an indicator toMicrosoft that it must react and address the issue. This

is a logical approach for Microsoft, as it has been argued that online reviews and comments could be used to ascertain

software quality [Groen et al. 2017].

5.5 Hotfix spo�ed Saturday

Monitoring developments, or lack thereof, is part and parcel for patch management. Given the security implications,

sysadmins are expected to be reactionary to any developments andmust be able to adapt.Moreover, their work does not

finish at the weekend as systems can be attacked at anytime, and malicious agents do not seem to take vacations. There-

fore, it is clear that communitymembersmust remain awareof related threads and responses fromstakeholders involved.

Two weeks later, and 18 days since the original release date, we see a response from Microsoft in the form of hotfix,

KB4039884 [Microsoft b]. An anonymous poster comments on the AskWoody’s thread [Woody 2017f], on the 26th:

“Microsoft has acknowledged the bug in their Known Issues for August and releases a patch! (Not yet tested since I

could never reproduce the issue...but can collaborate with co-worker onMonday.)”

This post happens on a Saturday, but spurs the AskWoody community into action immediately. A separate thread is

created [Woody 2017g], detailing the hotfix’s release, and allowing for space to host detectivework.Moreover, Born also

notices this and, although slightly behind the AskWoody community, creates a blog post [Born 2017a] on the following

day. However, all is not well as by Sunday morning it becomes apparent that there are issues with this hotfix, with one

community member posting:
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“FWIW I installed the said ‘fix’ and then Windows Update came back and told me I had over 20 important updates

and a few recommended ones that needed to be installed. Apparently some of the files that are installed are rather

old versions (dating back to aug of 2016), just a few are actually newer than 20 aug 17 (according to autoruns). It does

change many dll’s [Dynamic Link Libraries]. (autoruns’ ‘compare’ facility is great!)”

In summary, applying the official hotfix had reverted the system’s Dynamic Link Library (DLL) files to previous ver-

sions, making them out-of-date and potentially reintroducing previously-fixed vulnerabilities back into the “patched”

system. This observation was quickly verified by another member of the community, providing further evidence in the

form of screenshots. The solution suggested is to uninstall the patch. It should be noted that all of this activity and de-

tective work takes place before the official documentation appears onMicrosoft Support, and only once the weekend is

over dowe begin to see the official KB article and related documentation being circulated throughPatchManagment.org,

through an announcement email similar to those seen at the beginning of this patch cycle [Bradley 2017b] on the 28th.

A moderator summarises the AskWoody community’s findings in a column for ComputerWorld [Woody 2017b]. They

are quick to alert readers of the unsafe nature of the hotfix. Using direct quotes from the forum thread created to discuss

the hotfix using the post highlighted earlier.

5.6 Hotfix Vanishes: “WTH...”

At some point during the night and into the early hours of the 29th, Microsoft removes the patch from the Update

Catalogue, but the KB article remains on Support. Effectively, the associated information regarding the patch remains,

however when users attempt to download the patch they are informed that it does not exist. This results in a release of

frustration and resentment across all forum and email threads. One example from PatchManagement.org thread on the

hotfix release is:

“WTH.... I just imported it intoWSUS last night and added it to my Software Update Groups. I guess I’d like to know if

it breaks something else now.....”

It appears that the unique relationship between a software vendor and sysadmin hinges on a complex form of trust.

Sysadmins will find themselves in situations where they must wait for the vendor’s response to an issue, so information

that is provided is essential in their decision process. Be it data points on uneventful testing, or the detective work on

what exactly a patch does, information is king. It is therefore no surprise that the removal of a patch by a vendorwithout

informing sysadmins is tantamount to betrayal. A more detailed response, which epitomizes this dynamic is given by a

furious poster on PatchManagement.org:

“Is anyone else disgusted with this policy that Microsoft eventually scrubs its bad patches from existence? It is like a

great cover-upevery time theymakeamistake.This doesnothelpmeasa customer that is lookingat apatchwondering

if I am supposed to be using it to fix a problem. If I did this at work orwithmy dealings with the government I would be

firedor in jail.Abetterandmorerespectful solutionwouldbetostate theerror,andelaborateontheplangoingforward.”

5.7 What should we do now?

With the removal of the “solution”, we now find the community of sysadmins adapting to the new landscape. Given the

security critical nature, sysadmins must be responsive, similar to the flexible and reactive nature of their security coun-

terparts [Haber and Kandogan 2007; Kandogan and Haber 2005]. For those sysadmins whowere not aware of the hotfix,

or were unable to catch it before it vanished, not much has changed. However, for those with access to the hotfix, they

can choose to uninstall, again reintroducing the second monitor errors, or stick with the hotfix. As we have discussed,
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the hotfix itself is potentially security threatening, but one could sink time into updating all the DLL files to remove the

reintroduced vulnerabilities. The discussion begins to contribute towards which solution is best at the given time. One

poster is adamant that the workarounds suggested are not realistic:

“»The monitor issue is easily resolved by reordering the monitors in the “normal” order, you don’t need a patch to

»resolve this problem.

Spoken like a true geek with years of experience. Most home users wouldn’t have easily thought of that solution. I

know this to be true, because I have done desktop support for a very long time. And by the way, a patch is what broke

it; why shouldn’t the user expect a patch to fix it?”

A moderator of AskWoody also announces the removal of the hotfix through their ComputerWorld Article [Woody

2017a]. This article includes further quotes from forumusers that detail findings from independent investigations, again

illuminating the problems with the original hotfix.

“I tested [Hotfix KBNumber] in aWindows 7 x64 virtual machine last updated in Sept. 2016. [...] It replaces some files

with older versions ... for somefiles [HotfixKBNumber] installs GDRversions of files, replacing existing LDRversions

of files. The good news is that uninstalling [Hotfix KB Number] seems to undo these issues, and I recommend doing

so if you already installed [HotfixKBNumber]. Some of the old file versions that are installed by [HotfixKBNumber]

likely have security vulnerabilities that were fixed in newer versions. Thus, installing [Hotfix KB Number] probably

exposes your computer to fixed security issues.”

The lackof clear communication as towhy thepatchwaspulled leftmany other online communities in thedark,with the

reason only being revealed once the article is shared, as is the case with PatchManagement.org [Bradley 2017b] where a

member shares the contextual information. Hence, some communities become aware of just what is going on thanks to

the work of the communities they are networked with.

5.8 “It’s baaaaack.”

The Hotfix is then re-released on the 30th, and the communities, again, rapidly notice and inform their respective mem-

bers. On PatchManagement, a member [Bradley 2017b] shares the re-released patch:

“This update is now back, now dated August 30. And I’m seeing it in the catalog dated the 30th.

Definitely need a tad more communication.”

An AskWoody forum thread is created for discussion for this new version of the hotfix [Woody 2017h], which quickly

descends into further detective work and discussion of Microsoft’s communication policy. Many commentators note

that the only hint of a previous version fromMicrosoft is that the KB article contains the instruction:

“Before you install this update, you must uninstall any previous version of [Hotfix KB Number]. Then install [Cu-

mulative KB Number] or [Security-only KB Number]KB4034679 before installing this current update of [Hotfix KB

Number].”

5.9 Safe to patch ... carefully

As discussed in Beattie et al. [Beattie et al. 2002], as time passes, the probability of a patch causing a business essential

service to fail reduces, while at the same time, the risk of attack through a vulnerability increases. Therefore, those ad-

mins whowish to avoid errors are justified inwaiting for the dust to settle. In fact, Beattie et al. showed that themajority

of faults in patches are found within the first 30 days, justifying this risk adverse behaviour of waiting to patch.
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Since we now have a working patch, all parties should be satisfied. However, it is not until the 5th of September that

we see an “all-clear” message from the AskWoody moderator on ComputerWorld [Woody 2017c]. This is four weeks

following our chosen Patch Tuesday, and a week before September’s official Patch Tuesday. The article summarizes the

issues of the month, and breaks down update guidance by platform type. An interesting point is the continual focus on

addressing those whowish to avoid Microsoft’s “snooping” and the author’s insistence to turn automatic updates off.

6 DISCUSSION

Through our digital ethnography observation of online information about a pair of Microsoft patches we show the dif-

ferent types of information available to admins and how that information evolves over time.We also discuss the role the

community plays in both providing information to admins as well as generating information.

6.1 Patch Information Evolves

System administrators consistently report using online information sources to gather information about their systems

and to help troubleshoot unexpected system states [Kandogan et al. 2012; Li et al. 2019]. Prior work has also shown that

they share patching information with each other online [Jenkins et al. 2020]. In this work we dive into how the online

information available changes as time progresses. We also highlight that the sources of this information are quite varied

and shift over time. Initial information was provided by Microsoft, followed by annotated versions being provided by

other trusted groups like Ghacks. But thenwe see information start flowing from amyriad of untrusted sources, namely

people on web forums. This information might be suspect, but instead of ignoring it we see members of the community

working to explain, verify, and find workarounds for what is being observed. These observations are then compiled and

fed upward via comprehensive posts by more trusted community members till the issues becomewell enough accepted

that Microsoft itself responds by posting a Hotfix to address the issue.

What is notable here is the location andflowof information that is occurring.Withmoreofficial sources likeMicrosoft

and trusted organizations providing timely information onpatch release, but then being slower to provide updates about

potential or confirmed issues with the patches. To fill the information gap, smaller forum- and email-based communities

step in to report potential issues as they happen. It is well accepted that patching quickly is the best approach from a

security perspective [Bilge and Dumitraş 2012; Verizon 2020]. But looking at the reality of online information, it would

be extremely difficult for an admin to reliably learn about issues from online sources at the time of patch release or really

even a few days later. Our patches required 18 days between patch release and Microsoft officially acknowledging the

problem by releasing a Hotfix, which turns out to have security issues itself. So an admin who is following only the offi-

cial sources might be quite rational information-wise in patching a month behind schedule. Patching any earlier would

require a comprehensive testing infrastructure, or the willingness to spend a great deal of time reading forum posts to

understand the problems. And even if an admin decided to take the risks and just patch at the time of patch release, they

still risk having to spend a great deal of time online to troubleshoot issues and find workarounds as this information

exists only in the community curated posts, not the larger official ones.

6.2 Communities andNetworks of Practice

This case study further highlights the role Virtual Communities of Practice play in patch management through facil-

itating troubleshooting and issue verification between members. They also provide an informal central repository of

the current community-generated status of each patch. Communities of practice [Wenger 1999] traditionally focus on

peoplewho interact regularly to learn together about a shared domain,which can range fromproducing new art to crisis
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management. Such communities are also found in online virtual spaces (e.g. [Hara and Hew 2007; Jenkins et al. 2020;

Riverin and Stacey 2008]).

In this case we further observe that patchmanagement information seems to be built on a network of practice, rather

than a single community. Many of the key network members, such as Woody, clearly belong to multiple communities

and the communities actively reference work from each other. This indicates that these Virtual Communities of Practice

(VCoP) can be understood as the constituent parts of a larger, loosely connected Network of Practice [Brown 2002]. The

links within this network are established through fully attributed information that is taken, constructed, reported, and

explained uniquely within each respective VCoP. The final judgement, to patch or not to patch, slowly filters through

each community to give the entire network much needed insights.

6.3 Trust inmyCommunity

Our findings demonstrate the complex trust dynamic which exists in patching between the consumer and the vendor.

While VCoP often include representatives of the vendor, our case study has shownwhy sysadmins may rightly be wary

of trusting them. Therefore, they need other trustworthy sources [Redmiles et al. 2016a,b], accessible through Network

of Practice.

Trust is a key aspect of sysadmin collaborative work [Kandogan et al. 2012, p.197-227]. It is clear from the responses

following thepullingof thepatch thatmany sysadmins donot trustMicrosoft. This erosionof trust has resulted frompast

bad experiences which have been discussed and sharedwithin the community, and are archived on their respective sites.

The effect of this breakdownof trust echoes thefindings ofVaniea et al. [Vaniea et al. 2014] andMathur et al. [Mathur et al.

2016] with end users, who take into account their relationship with a vendor and past bad experiences when updating.

The observedCommunities of Practice garner their communitymember’s trust, similar towhat others have observed

[Van House et al. 1998]. Through access to the experiences and knowledge of others who are familiar with the partic-

ular pressures and challenges that sysadmins face, members are mentored and guided through an uncertain patching

landscape. Consistent access to useful informationmakes individual Virtual Communities of Practice credible and trust-

worthy. This stands in contrast to vendorswith the lack of consistent patch information and standards [Abebe et al. 2016;

Aghajani et al. 2019; Martius and Tiefenau 2020].

Of particular importance in establishing credibility are social influencers, or big names and moderators, within these

communities. These people build credibility by providing summations of the work of others and provide unsure sysad-

mins with clear patching targets. This parallels the findings of Das et al. [Das et al. 2015], who showed that social influ-

encers can directly impact the adoption of the security features found on Facebook.Additionally, theworkwith software

developers by Xiao et al. [Xiao et al. 2014] shows that security recommendations from sources with high Internet repu-

tation are viewed as being nearly as trustworthy as that of their peers.

The social nature of theseVirtual Communities of Practice facilitates critical discussionof all information. If a commu-

nity member contributes incorrect information then the ‘many eyes’ of the community will be able to spot and correct

thismistakeormisunderstanding, or at least ask for clarification.Therefore the community is quick to correct anyknowl-

edgewhichmaybeharmful or incorrect,whichmakes itmore trustworthy. Essentially, the advice given, especiallywhen

issues have begun to surface, should not be considered as the advice of a single unknown individual, but the collective

knowledge ofmany committed communitymembers all seeking the highest quality guidance and assurances regarding

their own patching decisions.
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6.4 Known Issues are Dynamic

Our case demonstrates the dynamic nature of patch information, particularly the development of crucial information

such as Known Issues [Martius and Tiefenau 2020]. We see that the information sources that sysadmins use are built

upon the collaborative effort of community members, who aid in identifying critical updates and share patch quality

data. Although our case may not be representative, the case lasted nearly a full patch cycle (4 weeks) which is close to

the 30 days found by Beattie et al. [Beattie et al. 2002] to be an optimal time to patch. One reason patchingmay take time,

is linked to the time it takes for further issues to be identified, investigated, and finally remedied by the vendor. Individ-

ual communities have evolved unique practices for sharing and generating information, which then spreads through

out the network of practice, and pushes vendors to respond. Future work should be aim to support community efforts

by designing platforms to facilitate this collaborative behaviour in finding and fixing patch issues. Working with these

communities can direct attention towards issueswhich affect thewider patching community reducing potential waiting

times. Similar approaches of usinguser reviews to promoteupdates to end-users havebeen investigated [Tian et al. 2015]

and has potential within the patching context for sysadmins.

7 CONCLUSION

Through a rich case study of two problematic Microsoft Windows patches, we have highlighted the inner workings of

the two Virtual Communities of Practice, and that has formed around patch management. We found that patch infor-

mation is consumed and generated over a period of time, never remaining static as issues, workarounds, and hotfixes

are released and new information is generated from community wide testing, and debugging. This information then

propagates through a network of communities raising overall patch awareness of the risks of a particular patch. Future

work should focus on identifying mechanisms to support the generation and flow of information within and between

complimentary communities.
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